List of new fields added to DIS

PREV_CNTY - This field should be used by the PHA to enter the County Name based on the Pre-Disaster Address Information as displayed in the family record.

CURR_CNTY - This field should be used by the PHA to enter the County Name based on the Current Address Information as displayed in the family record.

UTILITY_DEPT - This field should be used by the PHA to enter the Utility Deposit amount paid on behalf of the family.

SECURITY_DEPOSIT - This field should be used by the PHA to enter the Security Deposit amount paid on behalf of the family.

NEW_UNIT_CNTY - This field should be used by the PHA to enter the County Name based on the New Unit Address information as updated/entered by the PHA on the family lease record.

LL_ADD1, LL_ADD2, LL_CITY, LL_CNTY, LL_STATE, LL_ZIP, LL_PHONE, LL_FAX, LL_EMAIL, LL_CONTACT - These fields should be used by the PHA to enter the landlord information as it becomes available to them.

HQS_INSPEC_TYPE_PART / HQS_INSPEC_TYPE_FULL - These are indicator fields for the PHA to indicate which type of inspection was conducted on the DHAP-Ike Unit. Partial Inspection or Full Inspection. Only One Field should be checked. These fields will be converted to a drop-down menu in January.

FAM_ELIG_CONT_ASST - This field should be used by the PHA to indicate that the family should is eligible for DHAP-Ike continued assistance after July 31st 2009. The PHA should follow the DHAP-Ike policy guidelines for making this determination.

FEMA_ELIG_CONT_ASST_DATE - This field is used by the PHA to input the date when they made the family eligibility determination.

PRIOR_UNIT_AVAIL - This field should be used by the PHA to indicate if the pre-disaster unit has become available and habitable for the previously HUD assisted family.

FAM_NOTIF_PRIOR_UNIT_AVAIL_DATE - If the unit has become available/habitable, it is the PHA responsibility to notify the family of the unit availability. The family is required to move back to the unit to continue receiving HUD assistance. Once the unit becomes available the family is no longer eligible for DHAP-Ike.

FAM_SGN_CERT_LTR_REMN_DHAP - PHA should not use this field.

FAM_SGN_CERT_LTR_REMN_DHAP_DATE - PHA should not use this field.

PHA_NEW_FAM_ASGN_IND - This field will be used to indicate the PHA they have a new family assigned. PHA should not use this field. This field will be used with the January release as a visual indicator.

PHA_NEW_FAM_ASGN_IND_DATE - This field will be used to indicate to the PHA when the new family was assigned. PHA should not use this field.